Visual images of the war in both US and Vietnamese media have powerfully shaped both historical memory and ensuing struggles over meaning. 9
As scholars remind us, all journalistic images of warfare, regardless of the photographer, are produced within certain structural and ideological frameworks and offer only partial and situated insights rather than transparent historical truths and accuracies. Barbie Zelizer, for example, has used the case of Holocaust photography to rethink the trope of witnessing and the use of images as historical evidence. 10 Likewise, photographs of the war in Vietnam (from all sides) provide only fragmented knowledge of wartime violence and select glimpses into its complexities. Moreover, the meanings and significance of such images are never fixed but shift according to various contexts of viewing and new interpretations of the past. 11 It is perhaps unsurprising that photojournalists who supported the revolution told very different war stories through their images. Yet analyses of their collections, as well as of their photographs on display in Requiem, show that these men and women were not only involved in the production of news, but they were also photographer-ethnographers who documented the everyday, mundane aspects of life in wartime. Contrary to representations of violence and suffering portrayed in the United States, and in Western media more broadly, Vietnamese photographs reveal to the viewer a broad array of combat experiences that include but are not limited to the trauma and
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destruction of war. That is, rather than focusing exclusively on atrocities and death, their images also provide insights into the more sanguine and leisurely moments in war, and occasionally even the fleeting romantic encounters that photographers caught on film. Vietnamese photographers thus bring our attention to the specificities of everyday lives under the threat of violence as the boundaries between the ordinary and the violent became increasingly blurred. 12 This visual history contrasts sharply with the graphically violent photographs of the war that were published in the Western press (and also displayed at Requiem), thus challenging implicit assumptions that suffering is the fundamental social experience and core representation of war.
In addition, this article situates war photography in general, and the Requiem, with its vast repertoire of images that convey distinct ways of recollecting and representing the war, thus signifies the increasing transnationalization of historical memory and knowledge that is less about challenging official history than contributing to its diversification.
Attention to transnational practices involved in the production of historical memory at the exhibit reveals tensions and negotiations in processes of normalization and reconciliation between the United States and Vietnam.
Through its juxtaposition of work from the "winning" and "losing" sides of the war, Requiem created a multifaceted, transnational space of historical reflection and knowledge production. Yet this was not an unbounded site for reconfiguring and reconciling the past. Historical memories, knowledge, and sensibilities were shaped and delimited by negotiations between Vietnamese and US-based organizers with regard to the selection, arrangement, and dis- Requiem was distinct from other anniversary events taking place in H7
Chí Minh City. As a transnational memorial that honored war correspondents regardless of nationality, political orientation, or press affiliation, it presented a united front of journalists who died in pursuit of "truth." This is significant insofar as it provided a space for the public recognition and The ceremony to launch the exhibit took place in the courtyard of the War Remnants Museum on a hot and humid morning at 9:30 a.m. There were roughly one hundred people in attendance, most of whom were family members of the deceased photojournalists and Vietnamese reporters covering the event. Approximately one dozen representatives from the international press were also present, as well as a few curious tourists who happened to be visiting the museum at that time. In the front row, under a blue canopy that shielded attendees from the glaring sun, sat Horst Faas and Tim Page between city government officials, representatives from the museum, and an infirm, state-titled heroic mother. Next to the podium was an ensemble of twenty male musicians clothed in white, starched uniforms, their instruments at their sides. The first speaker, a city official, reflected on the numerous projects to promote peace that had taken place in recent years. "We must put aside the past," he urged, "but each April 30 the memories return."
Mention was made of the 135 war correspondents killed and the sacrifices they had made. The official called for a moment of reflection at two different points in his speech: the first for former Prime Minister Phfm Ven A7ng, who had passed away a week before on April 29, and the second, for all the deceased photojournalists. The latter moment was accompanied by a soft and melodious tune in honor of the dead.
Horst Faas then took the podium and stressed that the war had taken place not only in Vietnam but also in Cambodia and Laos. The exhibit was not about nostalgia, he told the audience; rather, it was a "permanent memorial" meant to celebrate the photographers and their achievements.
References to "us" and "the communists" peppered his speech, reducing the complexities of the war and the convictions of the photographers to binary opposites: communist and noncommunist. At one point Faas spoke of the distinct photographic techniques used by "us" and "them," but "these differences were removed when they shared the fate of death." The collective deaths of the photojournalists thus signified the potential for total reconciliation and transcendence of "difference" to which the organizers aspired.
Requiem was hailed as the first international photo exhibition to display 31 However, as a visual modality of power, the camera risks objectifying and depoliticizing its subject-as I argue below with regard to representations of tormented and abused Vietnamese bodies in the Western press-even while its images may also heighten moral awareness and public criticism.
The intersections of photography and social suffering inevitably invoke a moral quandary about the political and moral responsibilities of witnessing.
A journalist's decision to photograph a moment of death or to capture terror
and anguish on film raises complex ethical issues, as there is an paradoxical participation-taking the picture-through a lack of participation-not offering to help but recording the act. In an ethnography of foreign war correspondents in El Salvador, Mark Pedelty describes reporters' "near-addiction to violence" as they greedily photograph a corpse: "For these 'participant observers,' violence is not a matter of 'values' in the moral sense of the term, but instead 'value' in the economic. They need terror to realize themselves in both a professional and spiritual sense, to achieve and maintain their culture identity as 'war correspondents.'" 32 Indeed, combat photographers are often rewarded for their professionalism and ability to maintain composure when confronted with atrocities and devastation. Award-winning photographs of war are valued for their candid, shocking subject matter precisely because the photographer chose for a brief moment not to get involved but to take a picture that could then be widely disseminated to inform others. There were also differences when it came to the meaning and intent behind their various photographic practices. Unlike reporters working for the Western press, most of whom were independent of the war effort and thus regarded as "objective," outside observers, Vietnamese correspondents were considered cultural soldiers of the revolution, whose weapons consisted of pencils, paper, and in the case of photojournalists, cameras. that is presumed to comprise the content, but "ideology" or "propaganda"-terms that are often applied in the West to artistic and photographic expressions deemed "socialist realist" (an expression rarely used by my research respondents). What drives and shapes much capitalist realism, particularly in times of war, is an attraction to idiosyncrasies and irony rather than to the mundane and routine. This reinforces the belief that suffering should constitute the primary focus of photographic documentation of warfare; indeed, suffering is often assumed to constitute a universal mode of representation.
However, during the war, Vietnamese photojournalism was not predicated on violence and disaster alone, but upon the placement of suffering within a broader spectrum of wartime experiences and subjectivities, and it thus produced a more extensive and informative visual history. These differing practices and logic of visuality resonate with Martin Jay's observation that the "scopic regime of modernity may be best understood as a contested In addition to themes of joy, play, and even love, images in Vietnamese museums regularly show acts of labor and preparation for war, providing a visual testimony to Vietnam's historical and heroic "spirit of resistance to foreign aggression" in action. 48 Journalists, for example, often photographed anti-aircraft artillery units poised to fire or female militia toiling in the rice fields, their weapons on their backs. Other images displayed in exhibits, such as youth volunteer forces clearing roads on the H7 Chí Minh Trail, bring attention to the highly organized and disciplined labor units that assisted in the defense of the nation. Representations of the diverse contributions of men and women, young and old, as they engaged in agricultural production, covert acts of resistance, or battle campaigns at the front lines offer visual insights into the strategies and workings of a people's war. 49 Furthermore, these images reinscribe the centrality of discourses of unity and solidarity to It's not respectful. We know that war is fierce and that people are killed. Do we need to see it over and over again? There is more to photograph in war than only death." 52 A staff member at a national museum in Hà Nbi also rational, and creative agents rather than passive, defeated victims served to underscore the humanity, ingenuity, and fortitude of the populace. This was further communicated through the photographers' frequent use of the straight-on angle, with the camera positioned at eye level with the subject to convey a sense of equality, urgency, and authority. Competing historical knowledges produced in the exhibit reflect divergent subject positions and memories of the war that are deeply rooted in ideological scripts of history still operative in both Vietnamese and US societies.
This was also evident in the captions and texts that accompanied the images, in which US ideologies and standard modes of historical interpretation tended to predominate. Written from a conventional Western perspective on the war, English-language descriptions of the photographs reproduced dominant historical rhetorics and discourses that diminished the complexities of the war to "two sides" (the us/them, noncommunist/communist dichotomy that was also present in the opening speech) and that at times reflected prevailing anticommunist biases. For example, the word "enemy" was used to describe "the communists," and the pejorative term "Vi0t Cbng" was applied to photojournalists who worked with the LNA, the press arm of the National Liberation Front (NLF). 61 The 
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Conclusion: On Becoming -Dồng Bào
Requiem drew large crowds of visitors and received positive accolades from the Vietnamese press, as well as from those in attendance with whom I spoke. Although the mood was somber at its opening in H7 Chí Minh City, as many family members and friends of the deceased were present, there was also an air of excitement that the exhibit marked an important era of change , the museum has evolved through a long, metamorphic trajectory that mirrors shifts in political and economic policies. In the late 1970s, during the Cambodian and Chinese conflicts, the exhibition house dropped the descriptors, "US" and "Puppet," changed its name to the "Exhibition House for Crimes of War and Aggression" [Nhà TrMng Bày Tbi Ác Chi!n Tranh Xâm LM/c], and added displays on Cambodian and Chinese atrocities. These exhibits were gradually dismantled, and in 1991, when relations with China were normalized, the section on Chinese hostilities against Vietnam was closed (this also occurred in the Military History Museum in Hà Nbi). In 1995, the year diplomatic ties between Vietnam and the United States were reestablished, the words "crimes" and "aggression" were abandoned as the exhibition house was upgraded to museum status and the name changed once again to its current "War Remnants Museum." The War Remnants Museum thus demonstrates how museal institutions and the knowledges they produce are entangled in webs of global economic interdependencies and geopolitical processes. 64. Interviews with codirector of the War Remnants Museum, April 8, 2000, and
July 13, 2004, H7 Chí Minh City. Museum officials thus attempted to use to their advantage tourist beliefs in the objectivity and historical veracity of capitalist realist representations of violence (even as these tourists deny the historical legitimacy of revolutionary perspectives). Ironically, this strategy sometimes backfired: the display of Nick Út's photograph of Phfm Thi Kim Phúc was condemned by certain US visitors to the museum as propagandistic and exploitative. It is no longer on display.
